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5G in search of the Next Big Thing:
Usage scenarios for 2020 and beyond
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Source: “Framework and overall objectives of the future development of IMT for 2020 and beyond”, Draft New Recommendation ITU-R M, 22nd Meeting of Working Party 5D, San Diego, USA, 10-18 June 2015



5G expectations, requirements and challenges

• Capacity scaling
– massive infrastructure deployment density over large geographical areas that is technologically and financially feasible
– new niche and business opportunities 
– introduction of new value chain actors.

• Crowded Local Access
– massive data local access for dynamic crowds addressed through the interplay of technological and architectural innovations.
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5G expectations, requirements and challenges (2)

• Massively Available Connectivity
– 5G will accommodate for bursty IoT communications by providing the necessary infrastructure and operations to handle the vastly diversified QoS requirements.

• Reliability and Latency or 5G as the ‘network of control’
– The realization of Tactile Internet or the Network of Control will open up an “unforeseeable plurality of new applications, products, and services”.(1)

(1) Gerhard P. Fettweis, “The Tactile Internet – Applications & Challenges”, IEEE Veicular Technology Magazine, Vol. 9, No. 1, pp. 64 –70, March 2014 4Source: “The tactile internet: IoT, 5G and cloud on steroids”, M. 
Dohler, G. Fettweis, Telecomstechnews, Nov 2014

Source: Business Korea,  “SK Telecom Develops World's First 
Global Standard IoT Platform”, J.H. Park, Dec 2014



5G Design and Architecture Principles

Network Densification

• The UDN concept introduces a paradigm shift from the well-known small-cell to a cell-less wireless future, by integrating: 
– Operator-driven hyper-dense small-cell deployments, bringing a multiple orders of magnitude increase in the number of available infrastructure elements per user device; 
– Complementary radio access technology networks (such as WiFi) operated by alternative providers (such as stadiums, airports, shopping malls); 
– User-deployed home infrastructure, such as wireless routers for internet access, femto-cells, machine-to-machine gateways;
– “Crowdsourced” high-end user devices equipped with various wireless interfaces, and acting as adhoc providers of network access. 5



5G Design and 
Architecture Principles (2)
Network Softwarization 
and Virtualization

• A paradigm shift based on cloud computing principles, in order to provide on-demand, cost-efficient and service-oriented networks on-the-fly.
• Decoupling of hardware infrastructure and supported functionalities, by: 

– Leveraging mainly general-purpose (commodity) hardware and relevant facilities (e.g. IT data-centres); 
– Relying on software implementations for all system functionalities, including baseband processing, radio resources scheduling, network routing;
– Dynamic on-demand real-time network configuration and management, in terms of allocated physical infrastructure and network operations, creating the perception of “infinite” and “elastic” network scalability. 
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5G Design and Architecture Principles (3)

Universal resources and network management
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5G Design and Architecture Principles (3b)
Universal resources and network management

• Densification, softwarization and virtualization introduce a whole new ecosystem where the notion of “resource” now may refer to every possible network component (e.g. radio access nodes, antennas, base-stations, backhaul, spectrum, computing power, etc.)
• Optimizing, managing and owning resources in this new landscape entails opportunities and challenges both technical and business modeling/economical. 
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The UDN Landscape

Mobile-Broadband enabled UE
M2M device
D2D-enableddevice

Multiple Carriers (1800,2100, 3.5GHz, ~60 GHz,…)

Large Number of Hierarchies, Communication Possibilities and Target Applications (HetNets, M2M clusters, D2D groups)

Massive Served Nodes (UEs, Devices, Gateways) Population
Massive Infrastructure Densification

A UNIVERSAL INFRASTRUCTURE DIMENSIONING & RESOURCES MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK FOR UDNs
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5G novel system concept:
Proximal communications with ‘2-layer’ access

• Basic concept: exploit massive UE densification to access the network via a proximal link (M2M, D2D, SCN, WiFi, ..)
• Main challenges: ‘2-layer’ multiple access, access/fronthaul/backhaul, overlay/underlay, cashing…

The most significant 5G technology differentiators share the common fundamental and innovative concept of proximal communications, i.e. exploiting massive node densification to access the network via a proximal link (M2M, D2D, ..)
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5G novel network architecture based on
abstraction and horizontal slicing
Software 
Defined 
Networking

Network 
Slicing

Source: Open Networking Foundation

Source: Ericsson
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Global 5G activities/initiatives

Source: 5G Infrastructure Association
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Facilitators, game 
changers and catalysts
Vertical Markets: 
unlocking the potential of IoT

Industry 4.0

Source: McKinsey, June 2015
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Source: SRI Consulting Business Intelligence

Facilitators, game changers and catalysts
IoT roadmap
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Facilitators, game changers and catalysts
IoT  requirements and evolution

Key connectivity requirements for IoT :
• Optimized for small payloads (with low signalling and control overhead),
• Support for large numbers of terminals per cell (tens of thousands)
• Extended coverage compared with existing cellular (enhancements to provide deep indoor penetration)
• Optimized for ultra-low terminal cost
• Optimized for very long terminal battery life
• Automatic provisioning of devices
Two main tracks :
• Evolution of LTE to support IoT applications: longer battery life, longer range, lower cost in exchange for lower throughput.
• Narrow-band (NB) technologies developed especially for IoT. Mesh technologies (typically based on Zigbee) and Wi-Fi extensions (e.g. 802.11ah) have been used in private networks and are not easily scalable for wide-area coverage.
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Facilitators, game 
changers and catalysts
Telecom manufacturers: 
in search of market 
differentiators
• Slowdown in smartphone sales
• Competition from low cost chipset makers
• Strategic focus on IoT
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Facilitators, game changers and catalysts
5G Standardization
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Facilitators, game changers and catalysts
IoT technology and standardization landscape 

Source: LTE-M NOKIA white paper
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Facilitators, game changers and catalysts
IoT players and coalitions
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Concluding remarks - 5 differentiators for IoT in 5G
Design and Performance scaling with /adapting to diverse requirements

Cyber-physical systems unleashing the true potential of IoT (i.e. to substitute human actions)

New business models also involving vertical markets

Interdisciplinary Research innovation

Vertical markets and  ICT industry need to do this together  
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 More info on publications, presentations and research activities available on https://sites.google.com/site/bcsgunipi/home
 A presentation on “5G Vision, Enablers and Challenges for the Wireless Future” at the “WWRF Workshop - A Business and Enterprise Perspective on the Upcoming 5G Era” at EUCNC 2015, on the 29th of June, 2015, in Paris France(www.eucnc.eu/?q=node/114)
 A panel session on "5G requirements - From Technology to Verticals" was organised at EUCNC 2015, on the 30th of June, 2015, in Paris France. (www.eucnc.eu/?q=node/107)
 A special session on "Proximal Communications for 5G: D2D, Caching and Contextualization" was organised at the 16th International Workshop on Signal Processing Advances in Wireless Communications", on July 1st, 2015, in Stockholm, Sweden (www.spawc2015.org/program.html#S1569515971)
 A workshop on “Channel modelling and ultra high frequencies for 5G and beyond” was organised at WWRF35 in Copenhagen (14-16 October 2015) (www.wwrf35.ch)
 A WWRF White Paper on “5G Vision, Enablers and Challenges for the Wireless Future”(http://www.wwrf.ch/files/wwrf/content/files/publications/outlook/Outlook16.pdf)
 A book on “5G Wireless Technologies” (A. Alexiou, Editor) to be published by IET in fall 2016.
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